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Reflections on the Proposals for a Global Governance 
Adapted to the Challenge of the Twenty-first Century 
(issued in August 2000)

Sipko M. De Boer*

The following contains some critical comments on a number of issues raised by the authors of the document mentioned above. I wrote them to clarify my own thoughts, and also because I sympathize with what these authors try to achieve.


1. Uncivil forces in governance

Given the importance attached in the document to governance, the authors rightly try to define the meaning of that word. They refer on page 2 to an executive system, practical conditions under which rules are designed and applied by that system, and to the role of public and private actors in the development and application of those rules.

This concept and its use make me wonder whether the authors have been purposefully avoiding a description of governance that would depict the latter too negatively. I can understand why they would have done this: a tactical reason, the need to influence governments later on. 

Nevertheless, I do think that governance poses a more serious problem than explicitly admitted by the authors and will argue this below, while being fully conscious of the fact that this argument may have to be ignored for the tactical reason just mentioned.

In the definition of the concept of ‘governance’ a reference is made to ‘practical conditions’ influencing the design and application of rules. No reference is made to practical conditions influencing the internal structure and composition of executive systems and the relationship (including the division of roles) between public and private actors. Nevertheless, such conditions too are relevant to the nature of and scope for governance. And they make the latter all the more problematic.

They consist a.o. of (changing) economic and political relations, alliances and conflicts. Their specific nature and impact vary in different parts of the world. Nevertheless, they frequently produce presidential systems dominating legislative bodies and influencing the judiciary. They often stimulate the criminalization of the public sphere. And they lead in different parts of the world to imbalances of power between and among public and private actors characterized by severe oppression. Many predatory states exist (duly represented in the UN). In short: in many parts of the world governance itself is, due to ‘practical conditions’ affecting all its aspects, undermining the res publica (whatever the representatives of the regimes concerned say in the UN). There are uncivil forces outside, but also inside governance shaping the latter’s internal structure and its relationship with private actors in a way that prolongs the suffering of many people.

In the document the unsuitability of governance, notably global governance, is associated with failure, weaknesses (including near-sightedness), lack of coherence and a legitimacy deficit related to governance having ‘no face’, no ‘clear mandate’, no ‘identifiable body of recourse’. These qualifications may only be partly correct: many ‘strong men’ with dictatorial inclinations in the world do have a ‘face’ dominating the TV screen when the news is broadcasted. These qualifications seem also too mild. They don’t explicitly refer to the conditions and consequences mentioned in the preceding paragraph, notably the uncivil forces inside governance. The suggestion is made that governance nowadays is unsuitable because it suffers from technical, administrative and legal deficiencies and from problems in its environment. And that state of affairs, not the attitude and manipulations of those who govern in many parts of the world, is presented as the cause of a lack of legitimacy. This picture is, I think, too rosy.

Perhaps the badness of governance I am noticing should indeed not be too elaborately depicted. But those joining an effort to bring about public reform need to be realistic about what they are up against, if they wish to be effective. Uncivil forces within and outside governments need to be exposed, judged and confronted, sometimes even physically confronted. Could at least something more be said ind the document about the nature of those forces, particularly those inside governments, and the challenge they pose, formulated, of course, in a very civil way ? And more concretely : could the 'practical conditions' in the definition of governance given by the authors also be presented as factors having an impact on the nature of the executive system and on the roles of and division of roles between public and private actors ?



2. Non-Western views on power

The usually negatively judged aspects of the human condition mentioned above can’t be dissociated from different historical processes in the world which have given rise to a.o. different political cultures nourishing different views on the origin, nature  and exercise of power.

What is legitimate in the struggle for the occupation of public offices? What should be considered a tolerable relationship between the judiciary, those in charge of legislation and the executive forces? And which societal functions should governments perform? Answers to these questions vary. There may be more convergence in the future, but not necessarily. China’s current secular version of the Mandate of Heaven is not likely to soon disappear, nor the tendency in many parts of Africa (explained to me by a number of Namibian ministers of State) to consider the possession of much power, e.g. governmental power, however obtained, as a sign of being blessed by supernatural forces. These ‘non-western’ views and their implications for governance are at odds with western ideas about the same. Their presence too is insufficiently acknowledged in the document. Too much emphasis is put on (what is wrong in the application of) a western conceptualization of the state, too little on (the application of) other conceptualizations.

True, western ideas about governance did play an important role in the world at large and guided the structure and functioning of many governments, the relations between governments, and the shaping of processes by which people could control and/or occupy positions in state and interstate systems. However, the ill-functioning of many of those structures and mechanisms (including so-called ‘democratic’ ones) have much to do with the fact that a great number of officials in many non-western countries (particularly those below the top of public agencies) and many citizens in those countries have ideas about power and governance which are not reflected by the system in or with which they (have to) work. Numerous discussions with non-western civil servants and citizens made that abundantly clear to me. Non-western perspectives on power, its origin and nature, and, consequently, on governance need to be more clearly recognized and responded to in the document. And these responses should make explicit to what extent those perspectives are acceptable or not.



3. Conceptualizing the Nation-State

A few comments on remarks made in the document (pages 2 and 3) about the (wrong) conceptualization of the Nation-State.

3.a.) Nation and State

The political science tradition I grew up with has been associating sovereignty with the state and not (as the document suggests) only with the ‘Nation-State’. I think that many politicians and governments in post-colonial societies have the same view. They do not consider themselves citizens of a Nation-State, yet they are fond to stress the sovereignty of their state (sometimes called Nations-State). For the rest: the emphasis on sovereignty can indeed be questioned in the way the document does.


3.b.) State and Government

In the social sciences there is an endless discussion about the difference between ‘state’ and ‘government’. ‘State’ is not seldom a reference to a government and a people living in a certain country/territory, who claim the right to organize themselves and to live as they want, i.e. who claim (more or less successfully) sovereignty. ‘Government’ is then obviously only a component of a ‘State’. I think it is often this component and not, as the document suggests, the ‘state’, that is (indeed wrongly) seen as “the exclusive embodiment of public interests’.


3.c.) 'Public'

How to define ‘public’?  Whatever it means, it should, as the document rightly suggests, include ‘the public’, i.e. private organizations and citizens who are actively involved in the res publica.
However, the document associates ‘public’ also with ‘real impact on the community’. This seems to imply that ‘private ‘ is characterized by a lack of real impact on the community. That is difficult to accept. I think that both the public and the private sphere should be seen as having an ‘impact on the community’ and I think the authors of the document do in fact agree with this. But then ‘impact’ is not the characteristic differentiating between the public and the private sphere. 
How then to distinguish between the two? It remains a thorny question. The word ‘public’ is often referring to people of a state in their capacity of stakeholders in matters affecting their common interests. It is also simply associated with matters affecting the common interests of people of a state. These tradtional meanings seem to me a step in the the right direction that can provide a satisfactory answer to the question just raised. ( Of course, there is still the issue of establishing the borderline between ‘common’ interests and interests which are ‘not common’, a matter many governments wish to resolve in accordance with what they themselves consider momentarily opportune.)



4. The five fundamental ethical postulates of the proposal for a Charter of
     the Alliance

They are an admirable effort to establish a universal code of conduct. They are thoughtful and express in a moving way a longing for a better world. Their relevance to the rest of the document is obvious : they nourish it. This does perhaps not justify the length of the comments below, but may at least explain it.

Some comments on the process of formulating a Charter.

A Charter like the one suggested may well unite those, who feel ill at ease with a dominating global culture that is currently maintained and spread through the behaviour of actors, notably politicians, business people and academics operating at international level, and through the practice of agencies - governments, enterprises and academic institutions - with which such people are associated and, last but not least, through the communication media they use. There is an imposing global culture stressing selfinterest rather than solidarity, competition/survival of the fittest rather than equality, manipulation without taking responsibility for its effect on a wider environment rather than a concern about the preservation of certain values, etc.. Partly in opposition to this, globalizing countercultures are spreading as well, fed by different sources, religious and secular, western and non-western. I consider the attempt to formulate ethical postulates in a Charter that will mobilize and seek support from people (and agencies) all-over the world a part of and a stage in a process of building up a specific global counterculture that will pose a challenge to the currently dominant one.

The support for that attempt comes from various corners and is clearly also sought in various corners. One of the groups currently involved is formed by people with strong roots in and a strong identification with regional/local cultures. Another is formed by representatives of different (world) religions. Each of these groups is in many respects heterogeneous, but most of their members clearly deplore that the specific cultures/religions with which they are associated and the processes of change taking place in these cultures/religions are too much influenced and undermined by the imposing global culture referred to above and by globalizing economic and political forces. A counterculture challenging these influences and a Charter with ethical postulates as part of that counterculture, is, therefore, welcome to them.

Their reaction to the opportunity to contribute to a global counterculture was/is bound to be inspired by deeply rooted worldviews (secularized or not) which are all traditionally responding to humandkind in its suffering – wars, oppression, poverty, etc. – , but it is probably also influenced by more recently globalizing cultures of protest expressing concern about the destructive impact of economic and political forces now. In their response, traditions and one or some of the many faces of modernity seem to be fused. Anyway, their reaction is partly differing from what is proposed in the Charter.

The proposed Charter seems to represent still another face of modernity, namely the view of those, often westerners (leaders of ngo’s, disaffected government officials, privately concerned business people, etc.), who feel less protective vis à vis their own specific culture and are in their immediate surrounding and/or region not so strongly confronted with large-scale negative effects of globalization, but who are nevertheless worried about what in the long run that process and the culture it exudes will do to the globe. Their concern seems to be strongly motivated by an interest in the preservation (for the future) of what is already acquired (wealth, the common good), while the concern of those earlier mentioned is more strongly focussing on what should not be preserved and on what is not yet acquired, on humankind in its suffering now.
These different approaches reflect different situations and histories. They are not incompatible, but their different orientations are bound to complicate the whole process of formulating a Charter. The problem is not new. One has only to recall what happened at the world conference in Rio and, more recently, in the Hague. I think that in a future Charter both approaches have to be done justice and to be more closely linked. Ethical postulates need to stimulate behaviour that maintains humankind in its wealth, but should equally strongly stress conduct that squarely faces humandkind in its suffering now and that directly challenges forces contributing to this suffering. (More concrete suggestions are made below.)

One other complicating matter may be mentioned. Ideas about what is ‘universal’, i.e. about what is generally the case or, even more controversially, what ought to be generally shared, tend to be conceived in a way that is affected (or ‘tainted’) by specific histories and experiences lived through and given expression in different languages. This is often not realized. Consequently, efforts to come to universally accepted statements tend to suffer from an inclination, particularly among the powerful, to uncritically assume that one’s own view on the ‘universal’is not influenced by a specific history, specific experiences, a specific culture. That can stand in the way of a mobilization of citizens in a worldwide movement. It can cause protest among those not in a position to dominate discourses or, if that is not felt to be opportune, subversion. Therefore, the sort of cautionary approach manifested by the authors of the (tentatively drafted) Charter is indeed of the essence. It will probably produce a sharing of similar, not the same, views (duly expressed in different languages) but that would already be a major feat. 

The task ahead seems still an arduous one. It will at the most lead to a temporary success. The unknown future will no doubt at some point in time challenge what has been accomplished. Even 'universal' acceptance does not guarantee eternal validity. However, this relativism is not meant to challenge the spirit of the drafted Charter. We have indeed a responsibility for what is going on in this world and that implies a.o. involvement in efforts to influence events/processes wherever we are situated. 

Some comments on the content of the proposed Charter.

a.)	The criteria the postulates should meet.

The formulation of ethical postulates could be more explicitly related to certain criteria they should meet. Particularly the nature and function of ‘ethical postulates’ are worth to be more clearly defined.

First of all, it could be more explicitly stated that ethical postulates are per definition charging human beings with a responsibility to take care of certain aspects/elements of life in the biosphere. 
Responsibility is often mentioned in the document and ’correlated’ (on page 4) with rights. A need to balance rights with duties/responsibilities is rightly stressed. However, responsibilities (for...) do not only follow from that need, but from the more fundamental fact that the humane has itself an ethical dimension which already implies the duty to take care of certain aspects/elements of life. That point could be more strongly emphasized.
Moreover, it could be more clearly indicated that ethical postulates and the responsibilities they entail are duties in the field of social relations. Ethical postulates are indeed a ‘source of individual conduct’ (page 6 of the document), but individual conduct that is concerned about societal life in which both the ‘I’ and the ‘others’ fare well. In other words: ethical postulates are about social responsibilities of the individual.

In this connection the treatment in the document of the notion of ‘individual freedom’ requires critical attention. Individual freedom is only mentioned (in postulate three) as something to be constrained for the sake of the common good. And it is presented as something associated with self-interest. However, one can also conceive individual freedom as a social responsibility for the maintenance of not only one’s own freedom, but also the freedom of others. This responsibility has selfrestraint as a corollary. As such it strikes me as a very important element in desirable social relations that could be given a higher ‘status’ in the Charter.

Secondly, it could be made clear that an ‘ethical postulate’ can only indicate what in general should weigh heavily in decisons to behave in one or another way, but cannot resolve the constant problem human beings face in concrete situations: the weighing of one valued thing against another. A preamble prior to the formulation of ethical postulates that acknowledges this limitation and the fact that the human condition is characterized by dilemma’s and a weighing of valued things against each other would help to further clarify the nature and functions of such postulates. It would also make the relationship between them more understandable, the need to balance (in concrete situations) the pursuance of the one against the pursuance of the other, for example the pursuance of the protection of the common good – occasionally requiring a defense that will trigger off conflict - against the pursuance of peace.

Thirdly, it could be made clear that ethical postulates convey the idea of guidance. But, if postulates are meant to guide, they may be general and even be rather abstract, but they have to avoid a vagueness that disorients. 
In that connection the formulation of parts of the first postulate raises questions.
What is exactly the meaning of ‘humankind in its wealth and the planet in its integrity’?Does a reference to the ‘planet in its integrity’ not suffice? Why not exclusively focus on the preservation of the ‘planet in its integrity’ and thus convey that bio-diversity has to be maintained, if not improved, because the components of that diversity, including humankind in its wealth, are living together in a state of interdependence necessary to guarantee the life of and future for each of them.
The expression ‘harmony at every level between unity and diversity’ raises also questions. Ignoring for the moment the issue whether harmony needs to be maintained at all costs (see below) and assuming that ‘at every level’ refers to a certain order in human society (and not the whole biosphere) one may ask in which respect(s) ‘unity’ and ‘diversity’ distinguish themselves from each other? There must be a distinction, otherwise the expression does not make sense, but which one? When that distinction is more clearly indicated, then the word harmony is likely to become also more meaningful.

Fourthly, ethical postulates could be seen as directives guiding the behaviour of people at a fundamental level. This means that all these postulates should themselves be rather basic. In that connection I feel ill at ease with the last two. Both seem to be derivatives from the first three and less ‘fundamental’.


b.)	 The purpose of it all.

The rather instrumental approach of the Charter (to preserve..., is the foundation of...., indispensable to the exercise of..., , at the service of...., means to serve...) points to certain goals: the preservation of humankind in its wealth and the planet in its integrity, peace, the defense of the common good, human development and the safekeeping of the planet. These are very much a part of the ‘valued things’ (to be weighed against each other) referred to above sub a). Those goals can easily be taken for granted, while, in fact, they deserve more scrutiny. Two comments on their content.
First of all, I miss a goal : survival. Postulate four expresses a concern for development, postulate one for preservation. In the long run, not development, nor preservation, but survival of (many parts of) the bio-sphere may have to be given the highest priority. In fact, for many people this is already an issue now. I referred already to the dramatic situation in which a large section of the world population finds itself. In that connection the analysis on pages 2-4 of the document on Global Governance is very much to the point. It could be elaborated with references to proliferation and individualization of control over nuclear power, the still growing gap between the rich and the poor in this world, etc.. All these trends do not convincingly suggest that humankind is inevitably on the road towards selfdestruction, but the signs are alarming and justify a concern about the survival of people (and not only humankind in its wealth) now, of future generations, if not the planet.
Secondly, are the goals mentioned in the Charter justifying any means or not? If so, then they contain ethical postulates requiring more than the patterns of conduct already explicitly suggested in the Charter (‘harmony’, ‘recognition of others’, etc.). as means to achieve them. For example: the preservation of ‘humankind in its wealth’ then implies an appreciation of humankind with that wealth and a responsibility for keeping it that way whether through ‘harmony between unity and diversity’ or through other means. Perhaps the Charter is not implying this, but that needs then to be more clearly mentioned, e.g. in a preamble. If, on the other hand, the goals mentioned justify indeed other means than those already indicated in the Charter, then that needs to be more explicitly acknowledged.


c.)	Restoring/maintaining peace.

Peace between people and societies is a situation all people ultimately want. It is indeed something human beings should take responsibility for. It is often mentioned and appears also in the proposed Charter as a desirable human condition. And ‘recognition of the other’ is then mentioned as the ‘foundation of peace’. However, what does the latter mean? Is this ‘recognition’ only a mental act? Or does it have to do with a provision of scope to the acting other even if that limits one’s own scope for acting, for expressing one’s values, etc? If so, how to balance the scope to be given to oneself and the scope to be given to the other? Can that always be done without conflict? Should it always be done without conflict? These questions have to be answered, if postulate two is meant to provide guidance.
My own reaction to those questions is that peace has indeed to do with a provision of scope to oneself and the acting other and can’t always be maintained without conflict. Justice is needed and has to be done. Doing oneself and the other justice is important and striving for this justice seems to me the foundation of peace. 
That striving is in itself a challenge, but, I think, something that is a basic ingredient in social life and community-formation.


d.)	The importance of selfrestraint.

Social life, i.e. the relations between ‘I’ and the other(s), between us and the other(s), seems only livable and produce peace when the pursuance of selfinterests and idea(l)s is balanced by the provision of ‘space’ to others (pursuing their interests and ideals). This requires selfrestraint. Therefore, the third postulate rightly stresses that quality of human behaviour. Selfrestraint is, however, not only necessary to protect the common good, but also in the pursuance of peace (mentioned in the second postulate) and in the preservation of the planet in its integrity (mentioned in the first postulate), in the pursuance of individual freedom. It is an extremely important element in a Charter that is concerned about human relations, more important than is currently suggested. 
And even selfrestraint has to be restrained: there is a limit to it. Peace and other aspects of human relations to be stressed in the Charter dictate not only imposing restraints on oneself, but also under certain circumstances a lifting of such restraints in order to restrain others.

Limited selfrestraint will provide scope for diversity and plurality, while , on the other hand , it can facilitate the prevention of conflict and of rampant destruction of the environment, thus contributing to harmony and keeping people and the diverse species in the biosphere together.


e.)	The struggle for community and the need for compassion.

In the previous paragraphs the word ‘balancing’ has been often used, e.g. in connection with the pursuance of different goals and in connection with a responsibility maintaining individual freedom, and other desirable qualities of social life. This balancing is not so straightforward. What should guide that effort? What should give a clue to the right balance of things? That question has not been answered yet, but is, of course of the utmost importance. 
It will probably never be answered in a way that provides a clear guidance in all current and future situations. Together with others it has to be searched in a complex and constantly changing world. It requires communication, attempts to understand the other, negotiation. Even temporary conflict may be necessary. Through such at times very painful processes at least tentative answers can be found and are, in fact, found giving (temporarily) rise to certain (counter)cultures and communities. Thus also a more civilized international community may become possible.
This search for a certain balance and stability in human relations, for community, is in vain unless it is recognized that to be human requires an ability to appreciate in the other the potential for nurturing life with what is considered true, right and beautiful and acknowledged that this potential can’t be realized without the other(s). One could call this ‘compassion’, a quality that needs to be shown by all to all. It contributes to the wealth of humankind, but tries also to alleviate its suffering. It is underneath the efforts to produce a Charter......

Please note that the passages written above in bold suggest alternative formulations of the Charter.



5. On the common principles of and the proposals for governance.

How to derive principles of governance from what has been said so far about the proposed ethical postulates of the Charter ? 
The first principle, responsibility, is, as stated before, closely related to the very notion of ethical postulates. A focus on individual freedom with selfrestraint as its corollary is bound to further stress the need to assume (social) responsibility.
The other two principles, subsidiarity and plurality, seem to be rather exclusively related to an appreciation of individual freedom, selfrestraint and the link between the two. In fact, this appreciation provides not only a justification for the principles of subsidiarity and plurality, but also for a number of the more specific proposals mentioned in the document, notably the numbers 2-4 and 10.

More can be said about the specific proposals made. The following restricts itself to two observations.

Proposal 1 elaborates on the scope of the principle of responsibility. That elaboration suggests that a government’s responsibility for translates itself into a being responsible to others through transparency, publicizing and a submission to sanctions. This accountability has much to do with ‘mandates that are given’(bottom page 7), but also – and that could be more strongly stressed - with the need to present new ideas, forward looking strategies, etc., while occupying seats of power.

Proposal 6 contains an effort to specify the concept of common good. Its typology of goods is meant to distinguish between common goods and other ones. And the definition of ‘common goods’ thus arrived at provides then a clue to what can not be privatized.
Although this is not totally clear, I am assuming that in the typology only one criterion is used, namely what happens to produced goods ‘when shared’. But what does ‘shared’ mean? That word seems sometimes to refer to ‘distributed’, but not always.
Anyway, an alternative approach might be mentioned. Privatization could be directly defined, e.g. as the rolling back of the exercise of control by government. And then a distinction can be made between and a justification can be given for the privatization/collectivization of the production and/or distribution and/or the further processing or the consumption of certain goods. In that way more attention can be given to degrees of privatization of goods.
The justification of the extent to which one wishes to privatize/collectivize goods could then be based on the expected impact (within a certain time frame) on the welfare of a population.



6. Finally....

Whatever the content of the Charter will be, let it contribute to the emergence of a serious challenge to the globalizing forces causing the suffering of so many on this earth.



--------------------------
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